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Timber supply in
Groningen (northeast Netherlands)
during the early modern period
(16th–17th centuries)

summary

The aim of this study is to provide insights into the timber sup-

ply of the city of Groningen (northeast Netherlands) in the Early 

Modern period by means of dendrochronological and histori-

cal research.

An archaeological excavation undertaken along the former 

Damsterdiep Canal in the eastern part of the city provided an 

opportunity to archaeologically document the canal (revetment, 

its anchor supports and a lock) and other surrounding struc-

tures, including the eastern city gate (Nieuwe Steentilpoort) 

and the revetment of the moat around an adjacent neighbour-

hood, the Schuitenschuiverskwartier. The numerous wooden 

samples collected increase our knowledge of what was import-

ed, from where and in what amounts.

A total of 115 samples, predominantly oak, but also pine and 

spruce, were dendrochronologically investigated. The city ar-

chives were also searched in certain key years for information 

relating to timber import.

The researched timbers dated to the 16th and early 17th cen-

turies AD and mostly originated from the (nowadays) northwest 

of Germany and southern Norway. Wood from different prove-

nances was found mixed in the revetment of the canal and its 

anchor structures, implying that there was not a preference for 

Marta Domínguez-Delmás

Ring Foundation, Dutch centre for dendrochronology, Amersfoort, The Netherlands

Jeroen F. Benders

University of Groningen, Faculty of Arts, Department of History, Groningen, The Netherlands

Gert L.G.A. Kortekaas

Municipality of Groningen, Department of Spatial Planning and Economic Affairs, Groningen, The Netherlands

Key words  dendrochronology / archaeology / history / Groningen / timber / provenance

a specific provenance. Therefore, the price and quality of the 

wood must have been similar. The dimensions and shape of most 

of the timbers (either full logs or beams, or halves and quarters) 

indicate that they were transported to Groningen both as logs 

and beams and, once there, they were processed into the de-

sired shape.

The historical research revealed that the wood mar-

ket of Emden (northwest Germany) supplied Groningen with 

Westphalian and “Nordic” wood; Nordic wood and wood from 

the north of Germany also reached the city directly via the 

Reitdiep Canal, in the north of the city. The city also had its own 

forests to the south and its own organisation of timber traders.

introduction

It is well known that local forests in the Low Countries were in-

tensively used and gradually depleted during the Middle Ages 

(Buis, 1985). Wood was not only used as construction materi-

al, but also for artefacts and as fuel for cooking and heating. In 

the Late Middle Ages, the remaining woodlands were managed 

in an attempt to maintain a sustainable resource for such uses 

and for other non-timber forest products (Beeckman, 2005). By 

the Early Modern period, construction timber had to be import-

ed from increasingly distant areas. As a result, in the 16th and 

MARTA DoMínGuez-DeLMás / JeRoen F. BenDeRs / GeRT L.G.A. KoRTeKAAs
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17th centuries, wood was one of the top five trade products in the 

Netherlands, together with grain, herring, salt and textiles (De 

Vries and Van der Woude, 1995).

A number of books and articles published in the final dec-

ades of the 20th century have compiled information about the 

timber trade in the Netherlands from a historical perspective 

(Buis, 1985; 1993; Van Prooije, 1990; 1992; Vink, 1993; De Vries, 

1994). From historical records we know that Amsterdam was 

the main import harbour for timber from north eastern Europe, 

whereas German timber floated down the Rhine was gathered 

in Dordrecht, from where it was redistributed to other towns in 

the country (Fig. 1). Some cities in the west of the Netherlands, 

such as Hoorn, Enkhuizen, Bergen op Zoom and Middelburg, 

also played an important role in the trading network, as well 

as the Hanseatic towns along the river IJssel (e.g. Deventer and 

Kampen) which linked Cologne with the North Sea.

More recently, dendrochronology has provided evidence of 

these trading relationships. Due to the fact that, in seasonal 

climates, trees record the environmental conditions prevailing 

where they grow in their annual growth rings (they produce 

wide rings in favourable years and narrow rings in unfavoura-

ble ones), it is often possible for dendrochronologists to match 

the tree-ring patterns of historical wood with master chrono-

logies from the areas where the timber originated (Haneca et al., 

2005; Daly, 2007; Eckstein and Wrobel, 2007). The dense net-

work of master chronologies currently available for Northern 

Fig. 1

Map of the current Netherlands 

showing the location of Groningen 

and other cities mentioned in the 

text. Red lines: general wood trade 

routes into the northern part of the  

Low Countries.
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and Central Europe allows dendrochronologists to study the 

trade of wood in different periods. For example, Ważny (2005) 

described the trade of timber products from Gdańsk to Western 

Europe (mainly wainscots and barrel staves, rarely logs or 

beams), where they were used for buildings, ships, barrels, pie-

ces of art and furniture. In the Netherlands, Jansma et al. (2004) 

reported dendrochronological evidence for a shift in the import 

of high quality Baltic oak used for art and furniture to the use of 

German wood for the same purpose, occurring around the end 

of the Thirty-Years’ War (ca 1650). Furthermore, evidence of the 

import of softwoods from Scandinavia and southern Germany 

to the Netherlands since the 14th century has been provided by 

Sass-Klaassen (2000) and Sass-Klaassen et al. (2008).

Both sources of information, historical and dendrochrono-

logical, reveal the relevance of the import of timber to the 

Netherlands since the Late Middle Ages.

In Groningen, located in the northeast of the country (Fig. 1), 

the interest in historical timber trade has grown in recent years, 

prompted by the great number of timbers found at excava-

tions in the city-centre and surrounding area. Evidence of the 

wood trade in Groningen was already reported almost two dec-

ades ago. In the 1990s, archaeological and botanical studies of 

wooden artefacts found at archaeological excavations in the 

city yielded valuable information about craftsmanship, garden-

ing and trade from the 7th to the 18th century (Casparie, 1994; 

Helfrich et al., 1995). In addition, dendrochronological research 

on timbers from late medieval and 16th-century buildings and 

archaeological sites in the old town centre showed that the wood 

had been imported from the northwest of Lower Saxony (East 

Frisia) and Westphalia, in the northwest of current Germany 

(Jansma, 1995). In recent years, the subject of the wood trade 

in Groningen has been addressed in historical studies focusing 

on the Late Middle Ages (Van den Broek, 2007; Benders, 2011). 

These studies indicate that at that time, construction timber ar-

rived in Groningen from Drenthe, via the river Aa, from Lower 

Saxony, via Bremen and Hamburg, and from Westphalia, via 

the river Ems and the wood market of Emden. Furthermore, 

historical sources reveal that Groningen developed into a ma-

jor trading centre in the 13th century and established connec-

tions with the Hanseatic League that lasted until the 17th cen-

tury (Prins, 1994; Benders, 2009). As a consequence, timber 

from Scandinavia and the Baltic region also found its way into 

Groningen (Benders, 2011).

The purpose of this study is to verify and supplement the in-

formation about the timber supply in the city of Groningen during 

the 16th and 17th centuries from a dendrochronological and a histor-

ical perspective. To do so, we compare the information from his-

torical sources with recently acquired dendrochronological data 

from an archaeological excavation along the former Damsterdiep 

Canal, in the eastern part of the city (Fig. 2). The numerous tim-

bers found at this site offered an opportunity to document what 

was imported (species, shape of the timbers), their origin (prove-

nance of the wood) and relative quantities (possible preference for 

a specific provenance depending on quality, price, etc.).

MARTA DoMínGuez-DeLMás / JeRoen F. BenDeRs / GeRT L.G.A. KoRTeKAAs

Fig. 2

Left: map of the city of Groningen 

ca 1643 by Egbert Haubois (the 

black square indicates the east-

ern part of the city where the ex-

cavation took place); right: close 

up of the excavated area. The 

Damsterdiep Canal is highlighted 

in blue, the eastern gate of the lock 

marked in red. Source: Municipality 

of Groningen/Groninger Archieven.
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study site, Material and Methods

Groningen, the Damsterdiep Canal

and surrounding structures

Although continuously inhabited since the mid-Iron Age, it was 

only in the Early Middle Ages that farms and fields were per-

manently established at the site that would later be known as 

Groningen (Van der Werff and Kortekaas, 2004). The first doc-

uments referring to the city date from the 11th century. From 

that time onwards, the city expanded in several stages (Fig. 3). 

Strategically located, Groningen is bordered by the Aa ri-

ver on the west and the river Hunze on the east. To the north of 

the city, both rivers merge into the Reitdiep, which flows north-

wards to the North Sea. For centuries, the Reitdiep was the only 

natural waterway connecting Groningen with the North Sea. In 

order to have an additional link, the Damsterdiep Canal was 

dug east of the city in the 15th century, providing a connection 

with Dollart Bay (Fig. 4). The Damsterdiep was in use for four 

centuries, until a new canal (the Ems Canal) was dug parallel 

to the Damsterdiep in the 19th century to cope with the increas-

ing ship tonnage. The western part of the Damsterdiep (inside 

the city) was filled with earth in 1883 and 1953, and the new-

ly created surface was used for a bus-station and a parking lot.

In 2007–2008, works to build an underground parking ga-

rage were carried out in that area. A 300 m long trench was ex-

cavated along the former canal, revealing the following struc-

tures (Fig. 5):

-  the revetment piles of the western part of the Damsterdiep 

Canal, used to protect the brick quays (1);

-  anchor structures of the revetment (2);

-  the foundation of the Nieuwe Steentilpoort (the eastern city 

gate), built in 1620 (3);

-  the revetment of the moat of the Schuitenschuiverskwartier 

(“quarter of the watermen”), located near the intersection 

with the Damsterdiep and thought to be built around 1580 

and reinforced in 1583 and 1586 (4);

-  eastern gate of the lock linking the Damsterdiep with the 

Schuitendiep Canal (eastern city moat), thought to be the 

one built in 1573 by a Frisian master carpenter (Schroor, 

2000) (5) (Fig. 6).

Sample material

During the nine-month archaeological excavation nearly all 

the wooden objects found (mainly piles, beams, planks and 

tools) were systematically collected. Once cleaned, they were 

checked for traces of re-use and all items were drawn and/or 

photographed. Next, cross-sections were taken with a chain-

saw from a total of 115 timbers, originating from the context 

of the different structures or nearby surroundings. The wood 

species was determined and the number of rings roughly esti-

mated. The samples were wrapped in plastic to prevent them 

from drying and taken to the laboratory for dendrochrono-

logical research.

Fig. 3

Chronology of the most relevant events related to the expansion of the 

city since the 11th century, with emphasis on the eastern part of the town 

where this research took place (after Kortekaas et al., 2008).
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1400 AD 1500 AD 1700 AD

[11th century]
First moat dug 
around the city and 
rampart constructed

[13th century]
City brick walls 
raised on top of the 
rampart; second moat 
dug outside the first 
one

1424–1430: 
Damsterdiep Canal 
dug to the southeast 
of the city

After 1470: new wall 
raised outside the 
13th century one to 
the south of the city

1573:  lock built in 
the Damsterdiep 
Canal to replace a 
slipway

ca 1548 AD: Schuiten-
schuiverskwartier built 
to the north of the 
Damsterdiep Canal

1580: moat dug 
around the 
Schuitenschuivers-
kwartier

1620: construction of 
the Nieuwe 
Steentilpoort (city gate 
to the east of the city)

1000 AD 2000 AD

Damsterdiep filled 
in with earth in 
1883 and 1953 AD

1866-1876 AD: 
construction of 
Eems canal

1600 AD
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Fig. 4

Province of Groningen, 1598, by Zacharias Heyns, Spieghel der Werelt, 

of het epitome van het Theatrum van Abraham Ortelius (source: Digitale 

kaarten & atlassen, serie Uitgeverij ALVO Delft, the Netherlands, 2003). 

The map shows the river Aa and the Hunze reaching the city from the 

south. These rivers merged into the Reitdiep, which linked Groningen 

with the North Sea. The Damsterdiep Canal, east of the city, connected 

Groningen with Dollart Bay, providing a waterway to the river Ems and 

the wood market of Emden.

Fig. 5

Drawing from the archaeological excavation, indicating the location of the 

structures found: 1) revetment of the Damsterdiep Canal; 2) anchor struc-

tures of the revetment; 3) foundation piles of the Nieuwe Steentilpoort (east-

ern city gate); 4) revetment of the moat of the Schuitenschuiverskwartier; 

5) lock connecting the Damsterdiep with the Schuitendiep Canal.

Fig. 6

Eastern gate of the lock found during the excavation.

© J. Buist, Gemeente Groningen
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Laboratory methods and dendrochronological analyses

Tree-ring measuring and crossdating

The samples were prepared following standard dendrochrono-

logical procedures (e.g. Sass-Klaassen et al., 2008). Ring widths 

were measured to 0.01 mm accuracy with a TimeTable meas-

uring device (VIAS, University of Vienna), coupled with PAST4 

software (SCIEM).

To statistically identify a match between two ring-width 

series, we considered both the Student t-value according to 

Hollstein (1980) and the percentage parallel variation (%PV), 

also known as Gleichläufigkeit (Eckstein and Bauch, 1969). The 

Student t-test is used to identify the match between two tree-

ring series for which the correlation reaches its highest value. 

The %PV indicates, for the overlapping period of two tree-ring 

series, the percentage of years in which the ring-widths similar-

ly increase or decrease. Ring-width series from the same sample 

were statistically crossdated and averaged into mean tree-ring 

series per sample (MCS). Then, all the MCS of the same species 

(regardless of the structure where they were found) were inter-

nally crossdated to identify samples that may have belonged 

to the same tree (e.g. planks sawn from a single tree, split logs 

used in different parts of a structure, etc.). High Student t- 

values (e.g. > 12) could be an initial indicator that two samples 

belonged to the same tree, but lower t-values may also occur. 

Therefore, direct observation of the samples (are they quarters 

of a trunk, halves, full cross-sections?) and their tree-ring pat-

terns is crucial at this stage. Not to end up with a dataset high-

ly influenced by certain individual trees, we decided to average 

the very similar tree-ring series into mean curves of “individu-

al trees” (MCT). This ensured that the group mean values cal-

culated, as well as the quantity of timbers with a specific prov-

enance were, at least, not overrated. The resulting set of raw 

MCTs were internally crossdated and averaged into site mean 

curves (SMC) using a hierarchical approach as described by 

Eckstein et al. (2009). All raw MCTs and SMCs were crossdat-

ed with existing master chronologies from Central and Corthern 

Europe (Tab. 1). The statistical matches were visually inspect-

ed and verified. No standardisation of the curves was applied 

during the process.

Tracing the origin of the wood: dendro-provenancing

This sub-discipline within dendrochronology aims at deter-

mining where the wood found in constructions or artefacts 

originally came from (i.e. where the trees grew). Considering 

that trees of the same species growing under the same condi-

tions produce similar tree-ring patterns, the basic principle of 

dendro-provenancing is that the master chronology providing 

the best match will be, to a certain extent, an indicator of the 

provenance of the timber (the higher the statistical values pro-

viding the match, the more likely that the wood being researched 

originates from the area represented by the chronology). In 

practice this is not so simple, given that some master chrono-

logies have been extended back in time with historical wood 

from uncertain geographic origin or with wood that had been 

transported over large distances (which is the case of most of the 

Dutch master chronologies covering the Early Modern period).1 

Moreover, trees may show a strong common climatic signal over 

large areas for certain periods of time, with the consequence that 

their chronologies are very well suited for dating but hardly use-

ful for accurate provenancing (for an example, see Eckstein and 

Wrobel, 2007). Taking into account these limitations, we have 

used chronologies that represent rather well-defined areas. The 

provenance of the dated timbers has been established consider-

ing the area represented by the chronology providing the best 

match and area of the chronologies replicating it.2

Felling dates and sapwood estimates

When the dendrochronological research of a sample results in a 

date, that date will correspond to the year in which the last ring 

measured in the sample was formed. If this ring is the last one 

formed right under the bark (waney edge), we will be dating 

the year in which the tree was felled, and sometimes even the 

felling season (Eckstein, 2007). This date, however, might not 

correspond with the construction date of the structure or arte-

fact, given that the wood could be re-used, could be a repair, or 

there could be a certain time span between the felling of the tree 

and the use of the timber, depending for example on the drying 

process, storage time or the time involved in transport (Miles, 

1997). If the last measured ring is a sapwood ring or is identified 

as the heartwood/sapwood border, it is possible to estimate the 

number of missing sapwood rings when the wood comes from 

an area where sapwood estimates are available. The number 

of sapwood rings may vary considerably within trees growing 

in the same area, but in general older trees tend to have more 

1. The Dutch master chronologies have been constructed using wood 

found in the Netherlands but that, in some cases, originated from dis-

tant areas. Most of the chronologies covering the Early Modern period 

represent timber imported to the Netherlands, mainly from Germany, 

Scandinavia or the Baltic countries.

2. Due to space limitations, only the statistical values corresponding to the 

best match are shown on Table 2.  
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sapwood rings that younger ones and a general decrease in the 

number of sapwood rings has been observed from the west to 

the east of Europe (Haneca et al., 2009). Information about the 

age of the tree and the provenance of the timber is therefore re-

quired before deciding on the appropriate regional sapwood es-

timates to be applied. When the last measured ring is a heart-

wood ring, only a terminus post quem (date after which the tree 

was felled or more recent possible felling date) can be provided.

To estimate the felling dates of the timbers with sapwood 

and the more recent possible felling dates of those without sap-

wood, we have applied the sapwood estimates for Germany ac-

cording to Jansma (2007) on the samples dated with German 

chronologies, and the sapwood estimates for western Sweden 

according to Bråthen (1982a) on timbers dated with Norwegian 

and Swedish chronologies. In both cases, the estimation was 

made within the 95% confidence interval. Regarding the dated 
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Table 1

Master chronologies (MChr.) used to date the samples.

Chronology codes according to the reference or to http://www.noaa.nl/

content/nieuwe-content/hst3/H3.1.4.3.xml.asp; Species: Q, Quercus sp.; 

P, Pinus sylvestris.
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CodeMChr.

1082-1972 AD

865-1992 AD

1305-2005 AD

1367-1710 AD

Northern coast Germany

Coastal area Lower Saxony,
Germany

South Norway

Sweden/Norway

NKU1082M

NSSUB7HL

N-ALL

JemGrp03

Q

Q

Q

P

1

5

9

13

959-1873 AD

876-1992 AD

1372-1721 AD

1383-1954 AD

Lower Saxony,
Northwest Germany

Lower Saxony
(western lowland), Germany

Germany

North Norway

SAX959MM

NSSUB9HL

NLNSA501

500000

Q

Q

Q

P

2

6

10

14

875-1992 AD

441 BC-1992 AD

1286-1595 AD

Lower Saxony,
Northwest Germany

East Frisia, Germany

South Norway

NSSUB4HL

OFR18MMM

NLSENO01

Q

Q

Q

3

7

11

880-1992 AD

1125-1720 AD

1040-1972 AD

East Lower Saxony,
Germany

West Sweden

East Netherlands/
West Germany

NSSUB5HL

SM000012

NLWF1040

Q

Q

Q

4

8

12

Species Period Provenance

Eckstein and Wrobel, n.p.

Leuschner, Dendrochronologisches
Labor Göttingen (DELAG), n.p.

Bonde et al., in prep.

Groves and Locatelli (2005)

Leuschner, Dendrochronologisches
Labor Göttingen (DELAG), n.p.

Leuschner, Dendrochronologisches
Labor Göttingen (DELAG), n.p.

Van Daalen (2003)

Eidem (1959)

Leuschner, Dendrochronologisches
Labor Göttingen (DELAG), n.p.

Hollstein (1980)

Hanraets, Ring Foundation, n.p.

Leuschner and Leuschner (2002)

Bråthen (1982b)

Tisje, n.p.
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pine samples with the bark absent, and given that we lacked 

sapwood estimates for this species in Scandinavia, we have 

written “in/after” preceding the date of the last measured sap-

wood ring.

Historical research

To link the archaeological and dendrochronological data to his-

torical information, the town accounts offered the best pros-

pects, given that the municipal government recorded in these 

accounts the revenues and expenditures of the city on an an-

nual basis. Specific years were chosen based on the results of 

the dendrochronological research. Additionally, the accounts of 

the years around 1573 and 1620 were of special interest, as those 

years correspond respectively to the construction of a lock and 

the Nieuwe Steentilpoort (Feith, reprint ca 1978; Schroor, 2000).

Results and Discussion

Species and general description of the samples

Among the 115 samples researched, 85 were oak (Quercus sp.), 

21 spruce (Picea abies) and nine pine (Pinus sylvestris). Oak 

was the predominant species in all the excavated structures, ex-

cept for the foundation piles of the Nieuwe Steentilpoort, which 

were all conifers (20 spruces and two pines). The researched 

timbers included planks, full round logs, parts of a log and logs 

squared in two or four sides.

The number of rings in the oak samples varied between 39 

and 293 with 18 samples (21.2%) presenting 60 or fewer rings. 

Almost half of the samples (44.7%) had between 61 and 120 

rings, with 24.7% of samples between 121 and 180 rings and eight 

samples (9.4%) with more than 180 rings. Around half of the 

samples (52.9%) had sapwood and more than a third (68.2%) 

included the pith. The waney edge was present in 18 samples 

(20% of the total).

All 20 spruce samples from the foundation piles of the city 

gate had waney edge, some of which still included the bark and 

pith. They all represent single trees, of which 75% were felled 

in spring and 25% in the late summer or in winter. The number 

of rings in the samples ranged between 36 and 133, with seven 

samples having 60 or fewer rings. Only one sample had more 

than 120 rings. The diameters varied between 15 and 23 cm. The 

other spruce, found in structure 4, also contained pith, but not 

the waney edge, and had 40 rings.

The number of rings in the pine samples varied between 59 

and 240. Four samples had less than 120 rings and another four 

more than 180 rings. Eight of the samples had pith and four of 

them also had waney edge.

Crossdating

The internal crossdating between the tree-ring series of the 

samples resulted in the identification of a number of timbers 

suspected of belonging to the same individual trees (Fig. 7). 

Twenty-five oak timbers found in the anchor supports of the 

Damsterdiep (structure 2) were grouped into nine possible in-

dividual trees. In addition, two pine beams from structure 2 

and another two pine planks from the lock were grouped into 

two potential trees. After crossdating and averaging the match-

ing series into (raw) mean curves, our dataset was reduced to 

97 tree-ring series from what were considered to be individual 

trees (MCT). Table 2 shows the results of the dendrochronolog-

ical research for each MCT.

Dating results

Out of 97 potentially individual trees, 74 could be dated (repre-

senting 85 of the 115 individual samples), including 52 oaks, 20 

spruces and two pines. It is worth mentioning that 14 of these 

samples (seven oaks and seven spruces) had fewer than 60 rings. 

However, it should be noted that they all had sapwood and/or 

waney edge and that the dating was only possible by crossdat-

ing with longer tree-ring series from samples of the same struc-

ture. This shows how the sampling of numerous timbers from 

the same structure enhances the chances for dating success.

The timbers from the revetment of the Damsterdiep (struc-

ture 1) date from different periods and therefore no conclusions 

as to the construction date can be drawn from the dendrochrono-

logical results. However, the felling dates of the anchor supports 

(structure 2) are quite consistent, concentrating in or shortly be-

fore 1564. These two structures are related, hence building activ-

ities on the revetment must have taken place around that year.

The mean curve of the spruce foundation piles under the 

Nieuwe Steentilpoort (SMC3, structure 3) was dated by Claudia 

Baittinger and Niels Bonde, from the National Museum of 

Denmark, Copenhagen. The felling dates of the piles ranged 

between the spring of 1618 and the late summer or winter of 

1619 to 1620, supporting the known construction date of 1620. 

The fact that the timbers were used in the foundation of the 

gate within two years after the felling, with 90% of the trees be-

ing felled the year before the construction, agrees with the ob-

servations from Sass-Klaassen et al. (2008), who found that 

the time span between the felling of the conifer trees used as 

foundation piles under eight Dutch historic buildings was never 

more than three years and usually less than two years. The fell-

ing dates of the trees used for the revetment of the moat of the 

Schuitenschuiverskwartier (group 4) concentrated around 1530, 

indicating that the construction may have started in or shortly 
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after that year and therefore earlier than the year 1548 indicat-

ed by Schroor (2009). If the construction took place later, these 

must be re-used timbers.

Nearly all the timbers found in the lock (structure 5) date af-

ter 1573, suggesting that either the original lock was renovated 

or that we found a different one.

The dates of the timbers from group 6 are not relevant from 

an archaeological point of view, but their provenance is, and 

therefore will be discussed in the following point.

Provenance of the wood

Within the dated oak timbers, we identified two main groups:

MARTA DoMínGuez-DeLMás / JeRoen F. BenDeRs / GeRT L.G.A. KoRTeKAAs

Fig. 7

Visual and statistical synchronisation between groups of tree-ring series 

from samples that originate from the same tree. Y-axis: tree-ring widths 

in 0.01mm; X-axis: number of rings. t: mean group Student t-value; %PV: 

mean group percentage parallel variation. The circle indicates that the pith 

is present in the sample and the dashed line indicates the sapwood rings.
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-  Timbers dated with Norwegian master chronologies (re-

ferred to from now on as Norwegian oaks; their MCTs have 

been averaged into the SMC1);

-  Timbers dated with German chronologies (referred to as 

German oaks; MCTs averaged into the SMC2).

Figure 8 shows the synchronisation between the SMCs and the 

master chronologies that provided the best match. The group of 

Norwegian oaks is comprised of what are probably 21 single trees. 

The mean group t-value is 7.30, with a %PV of 67.6. However, 

within this group there is a subgroup of 10 trees that synchronise 

individually with the master chronologies with t-values over 9. 

This subgroup (SMC1a) presents a mean group t-value of 9.16 

with a %PV of 71.3, suggesting that the trees grew under very 

similar conditions (i.e. probably in the same forest). Most of the 

Norwegian timbers were felled in the second half of the 16th cen-

tury. Sogner (2004) describes that in the 1580s the Dutch were 

buying huge amounts of timber in Norway. As the western and 

southern coasts of Norway became progressively depleted by the 

late 17th century, timber export concentrated in the eastern part 

of the country. Taking Sogner’s account strictly, it is likely that 

the Norwegian oaks found originated from southwest Norway.

The group of German timbers includes 30 oaks originating 

from Lower Saxony and North-Rhine Westphalia (Fig. 9). Some 

timbers could again be regrouped into two subgroups: SMC2a, 

composed of young, fast growing trees that were probably grown 

in the north of Lower Saxony (close to the coast); SMC2b, a ho-

mogeneous group of older trees, probably grown further inland 

in Lower Saxony or in North-Rhine Westphalia; the rest of the 

trees showed an undefined origin between these two areas.

German and Norwegian oaks were found mixed in structures 

1 and 2, whereas the oaks found in structures 4 and 5 were dat-

ed exclusively with German chronologies.

Among all the oak timbers, only one (found out of context) 

dated with a Swedish chronology (Tab. 2, MCT 6.01). This re-

sult contrasts with those of Van Tussenbroek (2009), who 

Fig. 8

Visual and statistical synchronisa-

tion between the site mean curves 

(SMC; brown: provenance south-

ern Norway; green: provenance 

northwestern Germany) and the 

master chronologies that provided 

the best match (blue). Y-axis: tree-

ring widths in 0.01 mm; X-axis: cal-

endar year. t: Student t-value; %PV: 

percentage parallel variation (also 

represented by the grey area).
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found considerable amounts of Swedish oak in buildings from 

the late 16th century in Amsterdam. In Groningen, the use of 

Scandinavian timbers in a 16th-century house was reported by 

De Vries (1997), in collaboration with the Ring Foundation. The 

origin of those timbers could not be ascertained more accu-

rately and was described as “Norwegian/Swedish”. In our re-

sults, the distinction between both Scandinavian provenances 

is clear, as shown by the high correlations we found with the 

Norwegian chronologies and the low correlations found with 

Bråthen’s chronology for western Sweden (1982b).

The spruces from the foundation of the eastern city gate rep-

resent a single, rather homogeneous group of trees, probably 

grown in southeast Norway (Bonde N., National Museum of 

Denmark, pers. comm., 6 June 2009). 

From the dated pines, the beam found in the revetment of the 

Damsterdiep originates from Norway and was certainly a repair, 

whereas the pine planks found in the lock may have come from 

Norway or Sweden and were probably purchased at the same 

time as the oak timbers from the same structure.

The set of undated oaks consists mostly of relatively young, 

fast-grown trees. Such tree-ring patterns often appear in trees 

that have re-sprouted from a coppice stool or, more commonly, 

in trees that have grown in an open area, and therefore without 

competition (Haneca et al., 2009). They are particularly diffi-

cult to date due to the low climatic signal they contain.

Historical research

Given the felling dates of timbers from the structure 2 around 

1564, the town accounts were searched for wood-related infor-

mation between 1563 and 1565. Although no relevant informa-

tion was found in the years 1563 and 1564, the accounts of 1565 

revealed that the revetment of the Damsterdiep Canal was con-

structed between April and November. Table 3 presents the 

records of timber purchased by the municipality that year. It 

is very likely that the timbers found in structure 2, felled in or 

ca 1564, correspond to some of the categories specifically re-

lated to the works on the Damsterdiep Canal. The Norwegian 

oaks used as anchor structures could have been part of the 

load of Nordic stocken purchased on 7 November 1565. If this 

was the case, some of the oaks must have been transported 

to the Netherlands shortly after the felling. We also found in 

these accounts that “anchor wood” had been purchased from 

Brookmerland, located north of Emden, in the northwest-

ern part of current Germany (Fig. 9). Therefore some of the 

German timbers included in SMC2a could have been part of 

the loads of wood purchased on 11 August or on 25 October. 

However, most of the wood was bought that year in the market 

of Groningen, which could have been assorted with wood from 

the surroundings or with imported timber. Finally, it is worth 

mentioning a single entry, not directly related to the construc-

tion of the Damsterdiep, of prusche delen (“coniferous planks 
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Fig. 9

Areas in Germany and the Netherlands supplying Groningen with timber 

in the late 16th and early 17th centuries, according to the dendrochronolog-

ical results (dark red) and historical research (blue; A: Drenterwolde and 

Wolfsbarge, B: Roden, C: North-Rhine Westphalia; D: East Frisia). The ar-

rows indicate import of timber from Norway (E: “Nordic” timber).
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from Prussia” according to Haslinghuis and Janse, 1997) pur-

chased on 15 April and coming from Gdańsk.

The accounts of 1573 indicate that construction timber was 

primarily imported from Emden.3 This wood consisted part-

ly of Noords (“Nordic”) wood and partly of oak beams from 

Westphalia. The latter makes good sense (given the connection 

of that region with Emden via the river Ems) and seems to 

have been a stable factor over time. Häpke (1913) published 

the report of two spies from Amsterdam who visited Emden 

in March 1555 and declared that great amounts of timber from 

Westphalia were reaching Emden via the river Ems (a reason 

why timber for shipbuilding was cheaper in Emden than it was 

in Amsterdam). Tracing the “Nordic” wood is not such an easy 

matter, since this denomination points to a general northern or-

igin and the tree species is not specified. In the case of the ac-

counts of 1565, the Nordic anchor wood seems to correspond to 

the Norwegian oak timbers found supporting the revetment of 

the Damsterdiep Canal. However, De Vries (1994) mentions that 

the term Noordse balken or Noords hout was commonly used 

in the Late Middle Ages for softwoods from Northern Europe. 

The town accounts revealed that rafts of Nordic wood crossed 

Dollart Bay from Emden to Delfzijl and reached Groningen via 

the Damsterdiep Canal. Given the floatability of the conifer spe-

cies, it would not be surprising that these rafts were made of 

softwoods. But Nordic wood also reached Groningen by ship, 

either via Delfzijl and the Damsterdiep, or via the Reitdiep 

(Elema and Alma, 1992). In this case, the cargo could have been 

composed of oak timbers, conifers or both. In addition to the 

wood from Emden and the Nordic timber, Groningen received 

in 1573 woldbomen, wood from an area called “Drenterwolde” 

southeast of the city. This wood was gathered in Westerbroek 

and then transported to Groningen via the river Hunze.

Finally, in the town accounts of 1618 to 1620 no specific men-

tion is made of the purchase of foundation piles for the city 

gate. However, we found that the city had its own forests (ac-

quired around 1594), located to the southeast (Wolfsbarge) and 

the southwest (Roden), and that the local timber traders were 

organised in the “company of wood merchants”.

Concluding remarks

Through dendrochronological and historical research we have 

learned that the construction timber used in the researched 

structures, dating from the 16th and early 17th centuries, was 

mostly supplied by the (nowadays) northwest of Germany and 

southern Norway. The wood market of Emden played a major 

role providing Groningen with Westphalian and Nordic wood, 

but direct connections with Bremen and Norway also existed at 

the time. Baltic oak was absent among the dated samples, al-

though Prussian pines were mentioned in the town accounts 

of 1565. These results confirm that the trade connections of the 

Late Middle Ages were still active in the Early Modern period.

The fact that parts of logs from the same trees, of mixed 

provenance and with similar felling dates were found in the an-

chor supports of the Damsterdiep implies on the one hand, that 

in 1565 there was no preference for a specific provenance of the 

timber for the construction of the canal, therefore the availabil-

ity, the price and/or the quality of both German and Norwegian 

oak wood must have been similar; on the other hand, this also 

proves that the wood reached Groningen as full trunks, beams 

or logs and once there, was piled and split or sawn into the re-

quired dimensions.

The import of Norwegian softwoods to the Netherlands is not 

only well documented in historical accounts, but can also be ev-

idenced by dendrochronology. The accurate dating of the fell-

ing season of foundation piles allows a good estimation of the 

time span between felling and use of the timber. This informa-

tion contributes greatly to studies about the durability and per-

formance of different species used as construction timber under 

waterlogged conditions.

During this research we observed that the historical records, 

as well as the modern literature, often refer to the import of soft-

woods from Norway to the Netherlands, but barely mention the 

import of Norwegian oak. Our results, however, provide dendro-

chronological evidence of such trade. Furthermore, we found 

that the term “Nordic” in historical archives does not necessar-

ily refer to “softwoods” from the north of Europe, as is often as-

sumed in the literature.

Last but not least, we suspect that some of the undated trees 

(predominantly showing a fast-growing tree-ring pattern) could 

have originated from the forests close to Groningen mentioned 

in the historical archives. Although this type of sample is mostly 

very difficult (if not impossible) to date, their recurrent appear-

ance demands our attention, since they could provide valuable 

information about past forest management practices.
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Sample codes and mean curves

Sample nr (MCS)

S059

S031, S035

S007

S105

S033

S001

S118, S120

S005

S116

S034, S092, S094, S110, S125

S101

S004

S032, S036

S002

S091

S104

S003

S099

S102

S058

S115

S096,S108,S109,S119

S028

S122

N

67 (1)

134

201

153

69

99

186 (15)

90

66

151

88

83

138

133

79

90

293

107(10)

122

59

95

184

50

131

SMC

-

SMC1a

-

SMC1

SMC2

SMC2

SMC1a

-

SMC2

SMC1a

SMC1

SMC2

SMC1a

-

SMC1

SMC1

SMC1

SMC2

SMC1a

-

SMC1

SMC1a

SMC2a

SMC1

MCT

1.08

2.06

1.04

2.02

2.10

1.02

2.08

1.06

2.04

2.12

2.14

1.01

2.07

1.05

2.03

2.11

1.03

2.01

2.09

1.07

2.05

2.13

2.15

2.16

RW (mm)

1.47

1.09

0.79

0.81

2.19

1.44

0.53

1.68

1.64

1.21

1.54

1.35

1.21

0.88

1.29

1.15

0.61

1.23

0.78

1.86

1.56

0.89

1.43

0.85

Tree information

Species

Q

Q

P

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

S111

S128

46 (1)

77

SMC2a

SMC1

2.18

2.17

1.59

1.26

Q

Q

S029, S126

S107

S123

S106, S112, S124

S030

S000

S117

71

67

40

75 (1)

50 (1)

77

39

SMC2a

SMC2a

SMC2a

SMC2a

SMC2a

SMC1

SMC2a

2.22

2.20

2.24

2.19

2.23

2.21

2.25

1.41

1.20

2.31

1.75

1.15

1.48

1.47

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q
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Dating results

Date last ring (AD)

-

1532

1853

1498

1541

1518

1539

-

1507

1550

1553

1506

1537

-

1499

1543

1617

1492

1539

-

1527

1551

1554

1555

Felling date (AD)

-

after 1541

in/after 1853

after 1507

summer / winter 1541

1534 ± 10

1563 ± 9

-

after 1514

1556 ± 6

summer / winter 1553

after 1514

1557 ± 12

-

after 1508

1563 ± 12

1623 ± 5

1505 ± 3

1552 ± 12

-

after 1536

1561 ± 9

1563 ± 4

1566 ± 10

%PV P

- -

75.0 0.0001

68.6 0.0001

- -

75.4 0.0001

66.7 0.001

74.7 0.0001

- -

65.9 0.01

72.5 0.0001

69.9 0.0002

68.1 0.001

70.3 0.0001

- -

68.4 0.005

- -

62.9 0.0001

66.4 0.001

72.5 0.0001

- -

67.9 0.001

73.1 0.0001

- -

64.1 0.005

MChr.

-

11

14

via SMC1

12

3

11

-

10

11

11

2

11

-

11

via SMC1

11

6

9

-

11

11

via SMC2

11

t-value

-

12.0

7.2

-

5.5

5.3

10.9

-

5.8

10.4

5.5

5.0

9.6

-

7.1

-

5.4

7.2

9.4

-

7.0

12.6

-

6.7

Origin

-

S Norway

Norway

S Norway

NW Germany

NW Germany

S Norway

-

NW Germany

S Norway

S Norway

NW Germany

S Norway

-

S Norway

S Norway

S Norway

NW Germany

S Norway

-

S Norway

S Norway

NW Germany

S Norway

Interpretation

Waney Edge

+ 1 + ?

> 9

WK?

> 9

WK/LW

16 ± 10

24 ± 9

-

> 7

6 ± 6

WK/LW

> 8

20 ± 12

WK/LW

> 9

20 ± 12

6 ± 5

13 ± 3

13 ± 12

-

> 9

10 ± 9

9 ± 4

11 ± 10

1561

1560

spring 1562

1576 ± 12

-

-

-

-

via SMC2

via SMC1

-

-

NW Germany

S Norway

WK/EW

16 ± 12

1564

1562

1564

1561

1564

1563

1564

summer / winter 1564

summer / winter 1562

summer / winter 1564

1563 ± 1

spring 1565

summer / winter 1563

summer / winter 1564

- -

73.1 0.0001

- -

73.3 0.0001

- -

73.4 0.0001

73.1 0.005

via SMC2

1

via SMC2

5

via SMC2

11

1

-

5.2

-

4.8

-

5.6

4.4

NW Germany

NW Germany

NW Germany

NW Germany

NW Germany

S Norway

NW Germany

WK/LW

WK/LW

WK/LW

2 ± 1

WK/EW

WK/LW

WK/LW
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S090, S114

S098

S127

S086

S103

S121

S070

S065

S084, S085

S093

S026, S027, S037

S067

S087

S113

S064

S066

S068

46

62

63

75

62

94

132 (1)

63 (1)

62

65

71

64 (1)

240

55 (1)

53 (1)

64

61 (1)

SMC2a

-

-

-

-

-

SMC3

SMC3

-

-

-

SMC3

-

-

SMC3

SMC3

SMC3

2.26

2.34

2.30

2.28

2.36

2.32

3.02

3.04

2.27

2.35

2.31

3.01

2.29

2.33

3.03

3.05

3.06

1.80

1.29

1.88

1.49

1.53

1.60

0.54

1.26

0.80

1.70

1.34

1.00

0.44

1.39

0.92

0.98

0.85

Q

Q

Q

P

Q

Q

S

S

P

Q

Q

S

P

Q

S

S

S

Sample codes and mean curves

Sample nr (MCS) NSMCMCT RW (mm)

Tree information

Species

S071

S069

77 (1)

61

SMC3

SMC3

3.08

3.07

0.71

0.77

S

S

S080

S075

S078

S073

S082

S077

S089

S072

S081

S076

S088

S074

S083

S079

48 (1)

35 (1)

58

85 (1)

53 (1)

65 (1)

58 (1)

76 (1)

76

44

152

64 (1)

110 (1)

46 (1)

SMC3

SMC3

SMC3

SMC3

SMC3

SMC3

-

SMC3

SMC3

SMC3

-

SMC3

SMC3

SMC3

3.16

3.12

3.20

3.10

3.18

3.14

3.22

3.09

3.17

3.13

3.21

3.11

3.19

3.15

1.50

1.35

0.78

0.57

1.08

0.69

1.54

1.08

0.60

0.98

1.23

1.17

0.92

0.85

S

S

S

S

S

S

P

S

S

S

P

S

S

S
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1564

-

-

-

-

-

1617

1618

-

-

-

1617

-

-

1618

1618

1618

summer / winter 1564

-

-

-

-

-

summer 1618

spring 1619

-

-

summer / winter

spring 1618

in / after

-

spring 1619

summer / winter 1618

spring 1619

71.7 0.005

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

1

-

-

-

-

-

via SMC3

via SMC3

-

-

-

via SMC3

-

-

via SMC3

via SMC3

via SMC3

4.4

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

NW Germany

-

-

-

-

-

SE Norway

SE Norway

-

-

-

SE Norway

-

-

SE Norway

SE Norway

SE Norway

WK/LW

-

WK/LW

WK/LW

-

-

WK/EW

WK/EW

WK/LW

-

WK/LW

WK/EW

WK?

2 ± 1

WK/EW

WK/LW

WK/EW

Dating results

Date last ring (AD) Felling date (AD)%PV P MChr.t-value Origin

Interpretation

Waney Edge

1618

1618

spring / summer 1619

summer / winter 1618

-

-

-

-

via SMC3

via SMC3

-

-

SE Norway

SE Norway

WK/EW

WK/LW

1618

1618

1619

1618

1618

1618

-

1618

1618

1618

-

1618

1618

1618

spring 1619

spring 1619

summer / winter 1619

spring 1619

spring 1619

spring 1619

spring

spring / summer 1619

summer / winter 1618

summer / winter 1618

-

spring 1619

spring 1619

spring 1619

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

via SMC3

via SMC3

via SMC3

via SMC3

via SMC3

via SMC3

-

via SMC3

via SMC3

via SMC3

-

via SMC3

via SMC3

via SMC3

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

SE Norway

SE Norway

SE Norway

SE Norway

SE Norway

SE Norway

-

SE Norway

SE Norway

SE Norway

-

SE Norway

SE Norway

SE Norway

WK/EW

WK/EW

WK/LW

WK/EW

WK/EW

WK/EW

WK/EW

WK/EW

WK/LW

WK/LW

-

WK/EW

WK/EW

WK/EW
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Sample codes and mean curves

Sample nr (MCS) NSMCMCT RW (mm)

Tree information

Species

S052

S097

S055

S056

S062

S063

S054

S053

S057

84 (1)

118

66

51

100

76

53

40

68

SMC2

SMC2

-

-

SMC2

SMC2b

SMC2

-

-

4.04

4.02

4.06

4.08

4.01

4.05

4.03

4.07

4.09

1.00

1.42

1.44

1.68

1.31

1.35

1.63

2.30

1.28

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

S

Q

S046

S009

S044

92

164

141

SMC2

SMC2b

SMC2b

5.01

5.03

5.02

2.41

1.34

1.92

Q

Q

Q

S043

S016

S010

S022

S047

S017

S038, S039

S011

S014

S051

S012

S045

S018

S042

S040

S095

S041

S021

S006

181

127

197

142

171

164

186

111

51

202

128

178

91

191

55

128

136

155

54

SMC2b

SMC1a

SMC2b

SMC1a

SMC2b

SMC1

-

-

-

SMC2b

SMC1a

SMC2

SMC2

SMC2b

-

SMC1a

SMC2b

SMC1

-

5.09

6.03

5.05

6.07

5.11

6.05

5.07

6.01

6.09

5.10

6.04

5.06

6.08

5.04

5.12

6.06

5.08

6.02

6.10

1.21

0.67

1.35

1.12

1.27

0.73

1.25

1.19

2.25

1.32

1.22

1.21

2.68

1.17

3.76

0.5

1.64

1.17

2.42

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

P

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q
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Dating results

Date last ring (AD) Felling date (AD)%PV P MChr.t-value Origin

Interpretation

Waney Edge

1529

1519

-

-

1501

1529

1528

-

-

spring 1530

after 1526

-

-

1518 ± 10

after 1538

summer / winter 1528

-

-

64.9 0.01

68.2 0.0002

- -

- -

62.5 0.002

75.7 0.0001

69.8 0.005

- -

- -

2

12

-

-

5

10

7

-

-

3.9

5.4

-

-

4.7

7.1

4.3

-

-

NW Germany

NW Germany

-

-

NW Germany

NW Germany

NW Germany

-

-

WK/EW

> 7

-

-

17 ± 10

> 8

WK/LW

-

-

1507

1574

1561

after 1514

after 1578

after 1566

70.1 0.0002

71.6 0.0001

70.9 0.0001

12

12

10

6.9

9.9

8.5

NW Germany

NW Germany

NW Germany

> 7

> 4

> 5

1592

1537

1578

1560

1620

1546

1589

1482

-

1600

1540

1579

1608

1576

-

1547

1590

1515

-

after 1597

after 1546

after 1583

after 1569

after 1624

1559 ± 12

in / after 1589

after 1491

-

after 1604

1560 ± 12

after 1585

1619 ± 8

after 1580

-

after 1556

after 1596

after 1524

-

75.1 0.0001

74.0 0.0001

61.7 0.005

78.4 0.0001

68.7 0.0001

62.8 0.005

62.9 0.0005

74.3 0.0001

- -

65.3 0.0001

77.7 0.0001

67.1 0.0001

64.8 0.005

65.7 0.0001

- -

76.2 0.0001

68.0 0.0001

60.0 0.02

- -

10

11

6

11

2

11

13

8

-

4

11

12

2

12

-

9

3

11

-

9.6

9.1

7.4

11.8

8.6

5.8

6.3

8.4

-

7.9

10.8

9.9

5.8

7.4

-

12.2

8.1

6.1

-

NW Germany

S Norway

NW Germany

S Norway

NW Germany

S Norway

Norway/Sweden

W Sweden

-

NW Germany

S Norway

NW Germany

NW Germany

NW Germany

-

S Norway

NW Germany

S Norway

-

> 5

> 9

> 5

> 9

> 4

13 ±1 2

?

> 9

-

> 4

20 ± 12

> 6

11 ± 8

> 4

+ 1 + ?

> 9

> 6

> 9

-



Table 2

Results of dendrochronological research.

MCT: raw mean curves of individual trees; the first number indicates the 

structure where the samples were found: 1, revetment Damsterdiep 

Canal; 2, anchor structures of the revetment; 3, foundation piles of the 

Nieuwe Steentilpoort (eastern city gate); 4, revetment of the moat around 

the Schuitenschuiverskwartier; 5, lock linking the Damsterdiep and the 

Schuitendiep Canals; 6, timbers found out of context; SMC: site mean 

curve in which the MCT is contained; Species: Q, Quercus sp.; P, Pinus 

sylvestris; S, Picea abies; N: total number of measured rings (in brack-

ets, number of rings that can be seen but not measured); RW: mean 

ring-width value in mm; Date last ring: date of the last ring measured in 

the sample; t-value: Student t–value according to Hollstein (1980); %PV: 

percentage parallel variation; p: significance of %PV; MChr: correspond-

ing number of master chronology from Table 1; Waney edge: estimated 

number of rings until the bark; WK: waney edge present; LW: latewood= 

felling between late summer of date of the last ring and beginning of 

spring of the following year; EW: earlywood = felling in the spring or ear-

ly summer of the following year of date of the last ring; Estimated felling 

date: date of the last ring plus the estimated mean number of rings to the 

waney edge when the WK is not present; Origin: provenance of the wood.

Table 3

Extract of the town accounts regarding construction wood purchased by 

the municipal government of Groningen in 1565.

Shadowed rows: timber explicitly linked to the works at the Damsterdiep; 

Type of timber/functional category (according to Haslinghuis and Janse, 

1997): Prusche delen: coniferous planks from “Prussia” of (min.) 

15 × 2-5 cm; sulen: “pillars”, two sulen were counted as one beam; 

barkoeners (balkoeners): heavy oak beams of 15 × 15 cm; kortling: short 

horizontal top part of a pier, 1 m long and 10 × 10 cm diameter; sparren: 

more or less square beams, 10-12 m long, used as rafters (in a roof); ka-

praven: trade name for rafters; stocken: trunks or branches; ribben: rather 

square beams of 7.5-12.5 × 7.5-17.5 cm, in shipbuilding: the curved timbers 

forming the frame; Provenance/Place: origin of the timber as specified in 

the accounts (in bold, place where the timber was purchased); Amount: 

voet (foot), one Groninger voet = 0.292 m; Price: average price per piece 

in Brabantine stuivers. Source: Regionaal Historisch Centrum / Groninger 

Archieven, Stadsarchief tot 1594 (RvR), inv. no. 7.24, p. 211–270 (section 

“Bouwmeesterscedelen”).

*  including sulen.

** including stolpen (“attic beams”); two stolpen were counted as one 

beam.

FRAiTuRe P., 2011. Tree rings, ArT, ArchAeology, BRusseLs, CoLL. scienTiA ArTis 7, p. 151-173
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9 February

Date

13 July

21 August

June

22 July

22 August

15 April

13 July

21 August

13 July

3 August

12 Sept.

14-17 June

26 July

28 August

(May)

21 July

22 August

13 July

11 August

23 Sept.

(November)

28 Sept.

(November)

25 October

(November)

2 October

(November)

7 November

(November)

21 October

(November)

8 November

(November)

Appingedam

Provenance / Place

Westphalia

Scotland (12 beams)

Groningen

Gdańsk

Westphalia

Groningen

Westphalia

Farmsum

(Westphalia)

Groningen

“Nordic”

Farmsum

Emden

Westphalia

Brookmerland

Groningen

Groningen

Groningen

Groningen

Brookmerland

Groningen

Emden?

“Nordic”

Groningen

Emden?

Groningen

Emden

4

Amount

15

74 + 32 + 36

71 + 41

4 ship loads

75 + 60 + 60 + 25

15

100

2,054 voet

25

2,370 voet

606 voet

1

1

1

63 + 87

3,200 voet

1,100 voet

3

43

1,700 voet

19

39

30

24 + 18

400 + 100

105

142

5,428 voet

66 + 40

100

3,227 voet

1,214 voet

2,135 voet

1,184 voet

196

18

Price

11 1/4

7 1/2

15

72

9

72 1/2

24

12

12 3/4

3

3 + 1 1/2

1 + 1

22 1/2

9 3/4, 10 1/2

13 1/2

9 3/4

wainscots

Type of timber/Functional category

planks

beams+ sulen + barkoeners

beams* + sulen

anchor wood

beams* + sulen + barkoeners + kortlinge

Prusche delen

beams**

planks

planks

planks

planks

oak beam

square piece

beam

beams + sulen

planks

planks

beams

beams*

planks (as lock covering)

planks

anchor wood (square)

barkoeners

barkoeners + kapraven

sparren + kapraven

beams*

anchor wood

speerstocken, barkoeners and ribben

planks

beams + sulen

anchor wood (stocken) 

choice planks

planks

planks

planks

stocken
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